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Abstract— Turbocharging of gasoline engines has gained
renewed popularity as a means to improve fuel economy and
CO2 emissions. Modern engines have advanced technology
actuators such as electronic throttle and variable valve timing,
in addition to wastegate. Proper control of system actuators
is critical to achieving the full benefit of this technology. This
paper presents system analysis and control development for a
turbocharged gasoline engine equipped with wastegate and
electronic throttle. A nonlinear mean value model for the
system is presented. The nonlinear model is linearized at
multiple operating points and its behavior analyzed using the
systems approach. A gain scheduled, decentralized controller
is designed to track the intake manifold and boost pressures
to meet transient, as well as steady state requirements. A
multi-variable control approach is also considered to alleviate
tradeoffs inherent in decentralized design.

I. INTRODUCTION

The ever increasing government regulation of emissions
and driver demands for fuel economy and drivability empha-
size the need for advanced engine technology and control.
Boosting of engine intake pressure is being proposed as
a possible solution to reducing CO2 emission levels and
improving the fuel economy of the engine. The torque
developed by a conventional gasoline engine is proportional
to the air that is supplied to the cylinders. The density
of air entering a boosted engine is higher than that for a
naturally aspirated engine, hence for the same maximum
power, a boosted engine is smaller in size. In automotive
applications, operating conditions vary within a wide range,
which can lead to inadequate boost at low speed and loads,
while creating an over-boost situation at high speed and
loads [1]. Therefore, the amount of boost delivered by a
turbocharger is typically controlled by a wastegate. Thus
the advantages of boosting are accompanied by an increase
in complexity of the control design and calibration.

Computer aided control system design (CACSD) meth-
ods, which rely on control oriented models, are well suited
to this type of problem. Applicable models of turbocharged
gasoline systems are well documented in [2] and [3], as are
component based models such as the turbocharger model
presented in [4]. Literature that pertains to the control of
wastegate in gasoline applications, such as [5], [6] and
[7], refers to systems with mechanical throttle and provides
some insight into the problem.
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This paper deals with control of a fixed geometry tur-
bocharged gasoline engine equipped with a wastegate and
electronic throttle1. As illustrated in Figure 1, a turbine
along with a wastegate is located in the exhaust path of the
engine. The wastegate controls the exhaust gases flowing
to the turbine by diverting part of the flow. The energy
extracted by the turbine from the exhaust gases drives the
compressor via the turbocharger shaft to boost ambient air.
The compressed air is passed through an intercooler to
reduce the temperature thereby increasing the density of
the charge entering the engine and reducing the possibility
of knock. The electronically controlled throttle regulates
the flow of this charge into the intake manifold. For a
conventional gasoline engine, fuel is injected such that
stoichiometry is maintained at the engine exit. The torque
delivered by the engine is therefore highly dependent on the
cylinder flow.

The turbocharged engine is expected to deliver desired
torque to the crankshaft, while satisfying demands for drive-
ability and fuel economy, subject to emission constraints.
Improper choice of controller structure or parameters, how-
ever, can lead to undesirable torque response. A controller
with minimal structural complexity is required for ease of
implementation and calibration.

A model-based analysis and control approach is adopted
in this paper to develop a gain scheduled linear controller.
A control oriented nonlinear model is developed in section
II. The control problem is defined in section III, with
open loop system characteristics presented in section IV. A
decentralized controller is proposed in section V. In section
VI, a multi-variable control design approach is used to
design and analyze various controller structures. The paper
concludes with a summary and recommendations for future
research in section VII.

II. TURBOCHARGED GASOLINE ENGINE MODEL

A control oriented model of the system shown in Figure
1 is presented in this section. The components included in
the model are the intercooler, engine, throttle, wastegate,
turbine, compressor and various connecting volumes. Rep-
resentations of exhaust gas emissions are not available.

Since the dynamics under consideration act on a
timescale that is long compared to a cycle duration, a
mean value model, [2], [3], is used here. In addition,
the transport delays and injection to torque delays are
ignored.2 Furthermore, ideal gas properties are assumed in

1Electronic throttle allows the throttle opening to be controlled indepen-
dent of the driver’s pedal position.

2The model structure allows these delays to be included to provide a
more accurate model.
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Fig. 1. Schematic of turbocharged gasoline engine

all thermodynamic equations.

A. Intercooler

The gas temperature at the exit of the intercooler, Tb, is
given by

Tb = Tc − ε (Tc − T in
coolant), (1)

where Tc is the temperature of compressed air at the exit
of the compressor, ε is the effectiveness of the intercooler,
and T in

coolant is the coolant temperature. A static model of
the effectiveness, as described in [3], is used here.

ε = f

(
Wc

Wcoolant

, Tc, Tcoolant

)
, (2)

where Wc is the mass flow rate from the compressor and
Wcoolant is the mass flow rate of the coolant.

This model does not account for a pressure drop in
the intercooler. The effects of filling and emptying of the
intercooler volume, however, are accounted for within the
boost manifold model.

B. Connecting Volumes

The model contains four connecting volumes: 1) The
boost manifold extends from the compressor exit to the
throttle and its thermodynamics states are defined as boost
pressure and temperature, Pb and Tb. 2) The intake man-
ifold extends from the throttle to the engine inlet and its
thermodynamics states are defined as intake pressure and
temperature, Pi and Ti, where it is assumed that Ti = Tb.
3) The exhaust volume extends from the engine exit to the
turbine inlet and its thermodynamics states are defined as
exhaust pressure and temperature, Pe and Te, where Te is
assumed to equal the engine exit temperature. 4) The system
exit volume is the volume downstream of the turbine and
the wastegate, where pressure is defined as the system exit
pressure, Pback.

An isothermal model is used to represent the emptying
and filling dynamics of the boost, intake and exhaust
manifolds.

Ṗmanifold =
RTmanifold

Vmanifold

(Win − Wout), (3)

where Pmanifold and Tmanifold are the thermodynamic
states of the gas in the manifold; Vmanifold is the volume
of the manifold; R is the ideal gas constant; γ is the specific
heat ratio and Win and Wout are flows into and out of the
manifold, respectively.

Pback is given as a function of the engine exhaust flow,
Wexh, and ambient pressure, Pamb, as

Pback = f(Wexh) + Pamb. (4)

C. Mass Flows

The flows through the throttle and wastegate valve are
represented by the standard orifice model. If P1 and P2 are
the pressures before and after an orifice, respectively, then
the mass flow through the orifice, W , is given by

W = CDA
P1√
RT

φ (5)

φ =

⎧⎪⎪⎪⎨
⎪⎪⎪⎩

(
P2

P1

) 1
γ

√
2γ

γ−1

(
1 −

(
P2

P1

) γ−1

γ

)
P2

P1
> 0.528√

γ
(

2
γ+1

) γ+1

γ−1 P2

P1
≤ 0.528

,

where CDA is the collective value of the area of the
opening of the orifice and the coefficient of discharge.
CDAthr varies with the throttle opening, θ, and CDAwg

with wastegate valve lift, β. The temperature of gas flowing
through the orifice, T , is assumed to equal the temperature
of the upstream manifold.

The flow of charge into the cylinder, Wcyl, is modelled
using the speed density equation [8]. A correction term in
the form of scaling factor ωb is used to account for the
effects of boost. The resultant model is described as

Wcyl = (ωoffset(N) + ωscale(N)Pi)ωb

(
Ti, N,

Pi

Pe

)
,

(6)
where N is engine speed.

Fuel flow, Wf , is governed by the requirement for
stoichiometry typical of conventional gasoline engines. It
is given by

Wf =
Wcyl

AFRstoic

, (7)

where AFRstoic is the air-fuel ratio at stoichiometry.
The flow out of the engine, Wexh, is given by

Wexh = Wcyl + Wf . (8)

D. Engine

The torque model utilized here is described in detail in
[8]. The brake torque, TQb, is given as

TQb = Wf f(Pi, N) − TQfric (9)

TQfric = f(Pi, Pe, N), (10)

where the friction torque, TQfric, is composed of pumping
and mechanical friction torques. It is assumed here that the
spark timing is perfectly controlled to provide maximum
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brake torque, therefore torque dependence on spark is not
included.

The dynamics of engine shaft speed, N , are given by

Ṅ =
TQb − TQload

Jengine

, (11)

where Jengine is the inertia of the engine and TQload is
the external load torque.

The engine exhaust temperature, Te, is given by

Te = f(N, Wf ). (12)

E. Turbocharger

The compressor and turbine are represented using the
model structures presented in detail in [4]. Therefore, only
the primary dependencies are provided here.

For this model, ambient conditions (Pamb, Tamb) are
assumed at the inlet of the compressor, and the compressor
exit pressure is assumed equal to the boost pressure, Pb.
The mass flow rate through the compressor, Wc, is given
by

Wc = f

(
Pb

Pamb

, Ntc, Tamb

)
, (13)

where Ntc is the turbocharger shaft speed. The compressor
exit temperature can be calculated as

Tc = Tamb

[
1 +

1

ηc

((
Pb

Pamb

) γ−1

γ

− 1

)]
(14)

ηc = f

(
Pb

Pamb

, Ntc, Tamb

)
, (15)

where ηc is the isentropic efficiency of the compressor.
The inlet conditions of the turbine are assumed equal to

the exhaust manifold conditions (Pe, Te). The turbine exit
pressure is assumed equal to the system exit pressure, Pback.
The mass flow through the turbine is modelled as

Wt =
Pe√
Te

f

(
Pback

Pe

,
Ntc√

Te

)
. (16)

The turbine exit temperature, Tt, is given by

Tt =

[
1 −

[
1 −

(
Pback

Pe

) γ−1

γ

]
ηt

]
Te (17)

ηt = f

(
Pback

Pe

,
Ntc√

Te

)
, (18)

where ηt is the isentropic efficiency of the turbine.
The power consumed by the compressor, PowerC , and

the power generated by the turbine, PowerT , are calculated
from the first law of thermodynamics, as

PowerC = cp,cWc(Tc − Tamb) (19)

PowerT = cp,tWt(Te − Tt), (20)

where cp,c and cp,t are the specific heats at constant pressure
of the gases in the compressor and turbine, respectively.

The dynamics of the turbocharger shaft are given by

Ṅtc =
PowerT − PowerC

JtcNtc

, (21)

where Jtc is the inertia of the turbocharger.

III. CONTROL PROBLEM FORMULATION

The mean value model of the turbocharged system de-
veloped in section II has five dynamical states, namely
boost pressure, Pb, intake manifold pressure, Pi, exhaust
manifold pressure, Pe, turbocharger speed, Ntc, and engine
speed, N . The inputs to the system are throttle angle,
θ, and wastegate valve lift, β. The primary objective of
this system is to deliver desired brake torque, TQb, at
best fuel economy, subject to emissions constraints. Due to
the absence of emissions models, these constraints are not
considered in this analysis. To meet the torque objective,
a feedback controller is desired to enhance the response of
the turbocharged system.

A formulation of this control problem is summarized in
Figure 2. The engine speed is a slowly varying state which is
measured. Hence, the engine speed and the desired torque,
TQdes, can be considered exogenous inputs and are mapped
into desired intake and boost pressures using a nonlinear
map, S. These two pressures, for which measurements are
available, are tracked to attain the desired steady state oper-
ating condition. The performance variable for this analysis
is brake torque.

The four state model in Figure 2 is linearized to produce

ẋ = Ax + Bu, y = Cx + Du. (22)

This linear model is used for system analysis and develop-
ment of various controllers for the turbocharged system.
The five state nonlinear model is used for analysis and
implementation to capture the effects of changing engine
speed, as well as nonlinearities.

-
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TQb
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Fig. 2. Control problem formulation

Transient performance criteria are derived from the ef-
fects of engine torque on the drivability of the vehicle. The
dynamics of the system, primarily due to the turbocharger
inertia, cause a lag in the intake pressure response and
therefore the brake torque. Authors in [9] refer to a “load
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acceptance test”, which characterizes the ability of the
engine to increase torque at a constant engine speed. The
speed of response is judged via comparison of the closed
loop response of the intake manifold pressure to the fastest
intake pressure rise that can ideally be achieved with a wide
open throttle and closed wastegate. Overshoot of the intake
manifold pressure is also considered. These concepts are
illustrated in Figure 3.
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IV. OPEN LOOP SYSTEM CHARACTERISTICS

Insight into system behavior is critical to developing a
suitable controller simple enough for feasible implementa-
tion in an automotive system.

First consider the response to throttle, whose behavior is
very similar to the behavior of typical naturally aspirated
gasoline engines. Torque and pressures exhibit a positive
steady state gain to throttle opening. This applies to boost
pressure, Pb, as well as intake pressure, Pi, and exhaust
pressure, Pe, due to the natural feedback present in the
system via the turbocharger.

Now focus on the wastegate. Figure 4 shows steady state
values of the boost pressure at various wastegate positions
for constant throttle opening and engine speed. The DC gain
from wastegate lift to boost pressure, given by the slope of
the curves shown in Figure 4, is negative and its absolute
value increases with engine speed. In addition, the DC gain
approaches zero when the wastegate lift is large, indicating
the wastegate has lost authority at these conditions.

When considering transient behavior, the torque response
to a change in wastegate valve lift is non-minimum phase.
Wastegate movement causes a rapid change in exhaust pres-
sure, which affects the cylinder flow via two phenomena.
The first is through the formation of an adverse pressure
gradient across the engine, see equation (6). The second
is due to the effect on Pi via boosting and is governed by
the dynamics of the turbocharger. The two phenomena have
opposing effects and since the slower phenomenon related
to the turbocharger is dominant in steady state, cylinder
flow, hence torque, exhibits a non-minimum phase behavior

in response to wastegate. The character of the system dy-
namics shows little variation with operating condition. The
magnitude of the response, however, does vary significantly
with engine speed and load.
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Fig. 4. The steady state response of boost pressure to wastegate position
at different engine speeds, with the throttle held fixed.

V. DECENTRALIZED CONTROLLER

A two input two output (TITO) decentralized controller
is presented as the baseline controller for this system. The
throttle is used to track intake manifold pressure and the
wastegate is used to track boost pressure. The requirement
of steady state tracking of Pi and Pb suggests a need
for integral control, therefore proportional-integral (PI)
controllers are implemented in both tracking loops. Feed-
forward of the desired steady state wastegate command,
filtered at 10 rad

s
, is included in the wastegate controller.

The character of the dynamics does not change with
operating condition, hence, the same controller structure
is used at all operating points. The controller gains vary
with the system gain, and are scheduled with engine speed
and load. Since the actuator movement is limited, an anti-
windup scheme is applied to both integrators.

Due to the non-minimum phase zero in the relation be-
tween wastegate lift and torque, the wastegate loop is tuned
to have a slow bandwidth and the throttle loop is designed to
have a higher bandwidth. This approach allows the throttle
loop to compensate for the non-minimum phase effect
from wastegate, such that it is imperceptible in the torque
response. The solid line in Figure 6 illustrates that this leads
to an acceptable torque and intake pressure response. The
actuator commands are, however, larger than desired and
the wastegate saturates. Further detuning of the wastegate
controller to address this problem results in unacceptable
tracking of Pb, which can impact fuel consumption and
emissions. Thus this control structure imposes a tradeoff
between aggressive wastegate control and settling time of
Pb.

VI. MULTI-VARIABLE CONTROL DESIGN

Multi-variable control is investigated as a potential means
to alleviate the tradeoff imposed by the decentralized control
structure.

A. Full State Feedback with Integral Control

The full state feedback control architecture shown in
Figure 5 is considered. As illustrated, the system dynamics
are augmented with integrals of the errors between the
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desired and measured pressures to satisfy the requirement
of steady-state tracking of the intake and boost pressures.

- -
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Fig. 5. Control architecture for full state feedback with integral control

The controller parameters are obtained using a linear
quadratic regulator (LQR) approach for optimal design. The
quality of torque response is evaluated for the purposes
of weight iteration. High weights are used to penalize the
integrals of the errors in tracking of Pi and of Pb. In
regions where the wastegate loses authority (see Figure 4),
the weight on error in Pb is kept low, effectively using
the actuators to track Pi, as Pi has the larger effect on
torque. The weights on Pi and Pb are low and tuned for
damping, while those on the exhaust pressure, Pe, and the
turbocharger speed, Ntc, are kept zero. The wastegate ac-
tuator is prone to saturation and loss of authority, therefore
the cost on the wastegate control is high. This also reduces
the bandwidth of the wastegate actuator, which is beneficial,
as the rapid movement of wastegate shows up unfavorably
in the torque response as non-minimum phase behavior.
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The gain scheduled linear controller is augmented with
filtered feed-forward on the wastegate in the same fash-
ion as the decentralized control, and anti-windup on the

integrators is included. The response with this controller
when compared to the response of the baseline controller,
shown in Figure 6, does not show a large improvement in
response of intake pressure or torque. The actuator signals
are, however, significantly smaller and saturation of the
wastegate is minimized.

Further examination of the controller shows that the state
feedback gains corresponding to the Pe are negligible and
could be set to zero. The gains corresponding to the Ntc

are significant, however, and this state must be measured or
estimated. This proves to be a hurdle in implementing this
controller architecture directly in an automotive application,
as Ntc is not a measured quantity and an observer adds
unacceptable complexity.

B. Equivalent Controller Derived from Full State Feedback

The full state feedback (“fsfb”) controller designed in
VI-A can be reformulated as an output feedback controller
called an “equivalent controller”, Ceq . The equivalent con-
troller, shown in Figure 7, characterizes the performance of
a fsfb controller when implemented in the absence of any
disturbance on a linear plant. Ceq depends on the gains of
the state feedback controller and dynamics of the plant. The
equivalent representation of a fsfb with integral control, on
a linear plant, is given by

Ceq(s) =
(
−Ksf (sI − (A − BKsf ))

−1
B + I

) Ki

s
,

(23)
where Ksf is the gain corresponding to the plant states
and Ki is the gain corresponding to the error states. Both
are obtained from full state feedback design. A and B are
from equation (22). The feed-forward term does not affect
the calculation of the controller in feedback, hence is not
included in the representation of Ceq .

-

Ceq

ydes Py
ye u

Fig. 7. Equivalent controller architecture

Although Ceq is too complex for calibration and imple-
mentation, the controller structure allows evaluation of the
classical properties of a fsfb. A reduced order equivalent
controller can be identified to approximate the fsfb with a
simple, easy to calibrate, output feedback controller.

C. Reduced Order Approximation of Full State Feedback

The equivalent controller discussed in section VI-B has
an order equal to the sum of the order of the plant
and number of integrators augmented to it. A low order
controller consisting of integrators, PI and simple lead and
lag elements is desired for practical implementation. Model
reduction via balanced realization is applied to Ceq with
the integrators removed. Although such a reduction gives
the best results, it has too many tuning parameters. The
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dominant poles and zeros of the reduced order controller are
considered in order to determine the control structure and
insignificant terms are dropped off to form minimum phase
PI controllers or lead/lag filters. The parameters of the
controller selected are gain scheduled and an anti-windup
scheme is applied to the integrators.

The resulting reduced order controller has a PI structure
from intake pressure error, P err

i , to throttle, θ, and a simple
integrator from boost pressure error, P err

b , to θ. From P err
b

to wastegate, β, the controller has a PI structure with a lag
term, and a simple integrator from P err

i to β. The nature
of this cross coupling term stems from the equal effect of
wastegate on intake and boost pressures at low frequency.

The dynamic response of the reduced order controller is
compared with the decentralized controller and the fsfb

controller in Figure 8. It is seen that the torque response
is similar to the other controllers, while the settling times
of the pressures and the throttle command are improved
compared to the decentralized controller. The wastegate
command, however, is as large as the decentralized system
and has a significantly longer settling time. Additional
dynamical complexity may be required to fully alleviate
the tradeoff that exists within the decentralized controller.

VII. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE SCOPE

This paper presented a nonlinear model of a turbocharged
gasoline engine equipped with wastegate and electronic
throttle. A model-based approach was taken to system
analysis and control development. A TITO decentralized
control was developed to meet steady state and transient

specifications. This system exhibited a tradeoff between
actuator response and settling time of boost pressure. In an
effort to alleviate this problem, a low order, easy to calibrate
output feedback controller was evaluated. This controller
was developed using the analysis of a full state feedback
controller simulated on the plant. This approach improved
the throttle response, as well as the settling time of boost
pressure, but the wastegate response remained undesirable.

Future work should focus on implementation of the con-
troller on a vehicle and evaluation of robustness properties.
In addition, nonlinear control strategies can be considered in
order to improve the wastegate response. Finally, additional
system actuators such as external exhaust gas recirculation
and variable cam timing should be considered.
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